SAFe® for Lean Enterprises

Vision
System Arch/Eng
Product Mgmt
RTE

System Team
Lean UX

Dev Team
Product Owner
Scrum Master
SW FW HW

Agile Teams

Business Owners

Continuous Delivery Pipeline
AGILE RELEASE TRAIN
Continuous Exploration
Continuous Integration
Continuous Deployment
Release on Demand

Customer
Solution

DevOps
- Culture
- Automation
- Lean Flow
- Measurement
- Recovery

Built-In Quality
Program Increment
Program Planning
PI Planning
Backlog
Kanban

Program Increment
Program Planning
PI Planning
Backlog
Kanban

PI Objectives

System Demos
Feature
Enabler
Story

Develop on Cadence

Goals
Iterations

XP
Plan
Execute
Review
Retro
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